
5. Learning Trees and Graphs 

Trees and graphs allow for connections between 
features in a more compact way than rules do (in fact, a 
set of rules often can be represented by a single tree or 
graph while representing all alternatives). 
Also, the connections in a tree or graph can be used to 
store/represent knowledge. 
And traversing a tree or graph introduces the 
possibility for sequences. 
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How to use trees/graphs? 

Traverse tree/graph to come to a decision about 
}  as what to classify an example 
}  what action to take 
 
If the traversal algorithm is clearly defined, then no 
conflict handling is necessary 
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Known methods to learn trees/graphs: 

}  ID3/C4.5 for learning decision trees 
}  various techniques for neural networks 

(for example evolutionary methods to figure out a 
good network structure) 

}  learning Bayesian networks 
}  genetic programming 
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Comments: 

}  we have the obvious overlap with learning for other 
data structures 

}  decision trees are often used as an intermediate to 
classification rules 

}  graphs are also very good to model uncertainty 
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5.1 Learning decision trees: ID3 
      General idea 

Quinlan, J. R. (1986). Induction of decision trees. 
Machine Learning, 1(1), pp. 81–106. 
Use the different values of a feature (that was not used 
so far) to define the possible successor nodes of a 
node.  
Leafs then provide a classification. 
Key question: what feature to use next? 
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Learning phase: 
Representing and storing the knowledge 

A decision tree consists of inner nodes that mainly are 
there so that we can label the links to them with a 
feature and a value for this feature and of leafs that 
represent a result. 
The intended semantics is that any test example 
determines a path in the tree with the result of the leaf 
being what the decision tree suggests. 
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Learning phase: 
What or whom to learn from 

We learn from a set of examples with a result.  A result 
can be a class the examples falls into, but also an action 
that should be taken. 

 ex1:  (val11 ,..., val1n,res1) 
      ... 

 exk:  (valk1 ,..., valkn,resk) 
 
For ID3, each feature feati has a finite set of values  

 feati = {val’1i,...,val’n(i)i}.  
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Learning phase: 
Learning method 

In general, a decision tree is constructed by an and-
tree-based search: 
Prob  = {(val1,...,valn)| vali ∈ feati ∪ {!}} 
Div = {(pr,pr1,...,prs)|pr = (val1,...,valt,...,valn), valt = !,  

 featt = {val’1t,...,val’n(t)t}, s = n(t),  
 pri = (val1,...,val’it,...,valn)} 

A problem pr is solved: 
Let Ex(pr) be all the examples out of {ex1,...,exk} such 
that their values for each feature that does not have the 
value “!” in pr is equal to the feature-value in pr.   
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Learning phase: 
Learning method (cont.) 

pr is solved if either Ex(pr) = {} or for all ex ∈ Ex(pr) 
their res-value is identical (we will call this value 
res(Ex(pr))). 
We additionally mark all leafs in the final and-tree by 
res(Ex(pr)) if Ex(pr) ≠ {} or by the res-value that most 
of the elements of Ex(pr’) have (with pr’ being the 
parent node of pr). If there are several such values we 
choose one randomly (and will have problems in the 
future).   
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Learning phase: 
Learning method (cont.) 

Different learning methods for decision trees mostly 
differ in the search control K. 
ID3 uses as control selecting the transition that 
represents the biggest information gain for the path to 
the node that we extend. For selecting the node any 
strategy is okay (since all of them have to be worked on 
and what happens to other nodes does not have any 
influence on the particular selected node).  
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Information gain, entropy and conditional 
entropy  

Entropy H(A) is the expected value for the information 
gained by an experiment A (in bit). If A has the possible 
outcomes A1,...,An and P(Ai) is the probability for A 
having the outcome Ai, then  

 H(A) = - Σ i=1
n P(Ai) log2(P(Ai)) 

If we are looking a sequences of experiments, then we 
need the concepts of conditional entropy H(A|B) (the 
information gained by experiment Α after we have 
already performed experiment B with result B), resp. 
overall conditional entropy H(A|B) (as the mean value 
over all outcomes of B).   
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Information gain, entropy and conditional 
entropy (cont.)  

More precisely: 
 H(A|B) = - Σ i=1

n P(Ai|B) log2(P(Ai|B)) 
where P(A|B) is the usual conditional probability. 
Then 
   H(A|B) = Σ j=1

m P(Bj) * H(A|Bj) 
if B has the m outcomes B1,...,Bm.  
The information gain by performing experiment A 
(after B) is then 

 IG(A|B) = H(A) – H(A|B) 
So, the information gain is the biggest for that feature 
for which H(A|B) is the smallest. 
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Application phase: 
How to detect applicable knowledge 

By just traversing the tree. 
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Application phase: 
How to apply knowledge 

Just traverse the tree by follow the path determined by 
the feature values of the example you want to classify. 
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Application phase: 
Detect/deal with misleading knowledge 

As so often, detecting misleading knowledge is the task 
of the user of the learning system and we deal with it 
by re-learning (with additional information). 
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General questions: 
Generalize/detect similarities? 

Not in ID3, but C4.5 has a build-in creation of 
similarities between values of a feature (see later). 
If we have a leaf pr that has Ex(pr) = {}, then what ID3 
does generalizes this path (which can result in errors).    
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General questions: 
Dealing with knowledge from other sources 

Not intended. 
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(Conceptual) Example 

This example is taken from slides from Michael M. 
Richter (from his Machine Learning course). 
3 Features: 
Height  featHeight = {big, small} 
Eye color  feateye = {blue,brown} 
Hair color  feathair = {blond, dark, red} 
and 2 results: {+,-} 
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(Conceptual) Example (cont.) 

The examples we learn from are: 
 ex1:  (small, blue, blond,+) 
 ex2:  (big, blue, red,+) 
 ex3:  (big, blue, blond,+) 
 ex4:  (big, brown, blond,-) 
 ex5:  (small, blue, dark, -) 
 ex6:  (big, blue, dark, -) 
 ex7:  (big, brown, dark, -) 
 ex8:  (small, brown, blond, -)   
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(Conceptual) Example (cont.) 

Entropy of the experiment A:  randomly selecting an 
example out of our example set:  
possible outcomes:  A1 = (result = +), A2 = (result = -) 
Probabilities based on example set: 

 P(A1) = 3/8   P(A2) = 5/8 
Entropy:   

 H(A) = -3/8 * log2(3/8) – 5/8 * log2(5/8) = 0.954 
F the two possible results are rather evenly  
    distributed (although not totally even, obviously) 
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(Conceptual) Example (cont.) 

Conditional entropy of the experiment A after having 
determined feature Height: 
H(A|big) =  -2/5 * log2(2/5) - 3/5 * log2(3/5) = 0.971 
H(A|small) = -1/3 * log2(1/3) - 2/3 * log2(2/3) = 0.918 
Since P(big) = 5/8 and P(small) = 3/8 we get 
H(A|B) = 5/8 * 0.971 + 3/8 * 0.918 = 0.951 
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(Conceptual) Example (cont.) 

Conditional entropy of the experiment A after having 
determined feature Eye color: 
H(A|blue) =  -3/5 * log2(3/5) - 2/5 * log2(2/5) = 0.971 
H(A|brown) = -0/3 * log2(0) - 3/3 * log2(3/3) = 0 
Since P(blue) = 5/8 and P(brown) = 3/8 we get 
H(A|B) = 5/8 * 0.971 + 3/8 * 0 = 0.607 
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(Conceptual) Example (cont.) 

Conditional entropy of the experiment A after having 
determined feature Hair color: 
H(A|blond) =  -2/4 * log2(2/4) – 2/4 * log2(2/4) = 1 
H(A|red) = -1 * log2(1) – 0 * log2(0) = 0 
H(A|dark) = -1 * log2(1) – 0 * log2(0) = 0 
Since P(blond) = 4/8, P(red) = 1/8 and P(dark) = 3/8,  
we get 
H(A|B) = 4/8 * 1 + 1/8 * 0 + 1/8 * 0 = 0.5 
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(Conceptual) Example (cont.) 
Using this for our learning of a decision tree, we 
start with  
                (!,!,!) 
and have as possible transitions 
  ((!,!,!),(small,!,!),(big,!,!))       H(.|.) = 0.951 
  ((!,!,!),(!,blue,!),(!brown,!))  H(.|.) = 0.607 
  ((!,!,!),(!,!,blond),(!,!,red),(!,!,dark))  H(.|.) = 0.5 
Hair color has the highest information gain (since it has 
the smallest entropy) and therefore we choose the 3rd 
transition:  
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(Conceptual) Example (cont.) 

 
                               (!,!,!) 
 
     (!,!,blond)         (!,!,red)          (!,!,dark) 
 
res(Ex((!,!,red))) = + 
res(Ex((!,!,dark))) = - 
Ex((!,!,blond)) has elements with both result-values.  
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(Conceptual) Example (cont.) 
 
                               (!,!,!) 
 
     (!,!,blond)         (!,!,red)          (!,!,dark) 
                                 +                   - 
Since H(A|blond) = 1, we get the following transitions 
and their control evaluations: 
  ((!,!,blond),(small,!,blond),(big,!,blond))  H(.|.) = 1 
  ((!,!,blond),(!,blue,blond),(!,brown,blond))  H(.|.) = 0 
 resulting in using the 2nd transition 
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(Conceptual) Example (cont.) 

 
                               (!,!,!) 
 
     (!,!,blond)         (!,!,red)          (!,!,dark) 
                                 +                   - 
(!,blue,blond)       (!,brown,blond) 
 
res(Ex((!,blue,blond))) = + 
res(Ex((!,brown,blond))) = -  
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(Conceptual) Example (cont.) 

 
                               (!,!,!) 
 
     (!,!,blond)         (!,!,red)          (!,!,dark) 
                                 +                   - 
(!,blue,blond)       (!,brown,blond) 
        +                        - 
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Pros and cons 

✚  literature shows good results 
✚ using information gain as search control usually is a 

good heuristic to create decision trees with short 
paths  

-  creating optimal (according to a cost function) 
decision trees is NP-complete 

-  does not work with features with numerical values 
-  features with large feature value sets create very 

broad trees often with duplicate sub-trees   
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Extension C4.5: 
General ideas  

Distributed knowledge-based search                                                                                           J. Denzinger 

}  Deal with numerical features by creating intervals 
}  good intervals can be learned themselves: 

}  look at the values of the feature occurring in the data set 
}  consider values z in the middle of neighboring values from 

above and form two intervals ]≤ z] and [> z[  
}  determine best such interval by looking at information gain, 

again 
}  For features with a large set of feature values introduce 

groups of values 
}  good groups can be automatically created, again: 

}  do a search for the group that creates the best information 
gain (usually done via hill-climbing)  


